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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

F.V. Thomas Harrison - Sealord

From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross,
MBE (Mighty Big Eater)

HQ is pretty quiet for this time of year.
Normally there are reports of carnage
coming in from my long range scouts, but
this squid season it's all rather civilised.

Squid catches have been late and slow in
6T and those big steel lunch boxes have
been spending most of their time in 1T.As a
result we’ve had to cover a bit more ground
to stick with them and to get our beaks into
those “free feeds”.

I hear that squid catch volumes to date are
well down on the past few years and there
have been less tows in theAuckland Island
SQ6T fishing area, which means there's
less risk of those pesky sealions getting
into trouble as well.

Reported seabird captures are down 40%
on last year, even though the numbers of
vessels and tows completed are the same
as for last year. I expect the lower seabird
captures are the result of a combination of
factors, but mainly because the vessels
are following their best practice seabird
mitigation procedures and are sticking to
their VMPs.

Also, I think the cousins are in better
“condition” this year, especially those
crazy kamikaze mutton-birds. As they are
not starving to death they don't have the
same need to get “up close and personal”
with the fishing gear.

My scouts have reported smaller size
squid showing up in SQU6T; this could be
good news. If it hangs around we could get
plenty of free feeds later in the season.
“Offally” good stuff! What!

Chow, Albert

Batching offal FV Thomas
Harrison sea trials

The F.V. (the
“TH”) has just finished two
voyages involving sea trials on
offal control methods. Data was
gathered to determine how
different offal batching and
discharge procedures affected
seabird numbers and behaviour
around the vessel.
Offal control strategies are the
best way to manage the risk of
seabird incidental bycatch and
batch discharging is a key waste
management (offal control)
measure in many Vessel
Management Plans (VMPs).
Other offal management trials
carried out have produced
information on how different offal
discharge procedures affect the
abundance and behaviour of
seabirds around the vessel.
These sea trials have been run
through a seabird technical
advisory group, including
representatives from DWG, DoC,
MFish, SeaFIC, WWF, Birdlife

International and Dragonfly Ltd.
Funding for the trials, logistics,
MFish observers’ time to collect
data at sea, and data analysis,
has been provided by DoC
(Crown funding).
For this trial, the “TH” was fitted
with a 2-ton capacity holding
tank and in-feed and out-feed
conveyors so offal and fish
waste could be held and batch-
discharged at set intervals. The
trials gathered data on bird
numbers around the vessel
when batching either 30-minute
or 2-hour batches, compared to
continuous discharge of offal
and fish waste. Each treatment
operated for a 24-hour period,
changing at midnight according
to a pre-determined schedule.
An MFish observer placed
onboard recorded the numbers
and species of seabirds
attending the vessel within an
innerzone of 10 m radius (warp
danger area) and an outer
radius of 40 m from the stern
prior to and during discharge
events. During the trials, the
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vessel deployed warp str ike
mitigation devices as normal. In
addit ion, two cameras were
deployed on the vessel to film
seabird attendance during daylight
hours. One camera was angled to
record bird activity at the stern of the
vessel and the other was angled to
cover the offal discharge chute to
record batch discharge events.
The vessel undertook two hoki
voyages, around the Cook Strait and
the Campbell Bank respectively.
While the data is yet to be analysed
(and most likely won’t be reported
until later this year), comments by

the vessel’s senior crew and the
observer during the trips appears
to be consistent with past batching
trials. In general:
- Holding an offal batch for a longer
period reduces the numbers of
seabirds in attendance around the
vessel.
The discharge of each batch must

be completed quickly. The longer
offal is flowing down past the side
of the vessel the greater the
number of birds that arrive and the
greater the time that offal & birds
spend in the warp danger zone.
Batches held for 30 minutes were

discharged overboard in 2
minutes, while 2-hour batches took
around 10 to 12 minutes to
discharge (depending on the
amount of processing at the time).
Unless batches can be discharged
quickly, 30-minute batches may be
as good as, or better than, holding
offal for much longer periods.
- Previous offal control trials on
vessels with fishmeal plants
involved holding and batching
offal for much longer periods (i.e. 4
to 6 hours) or holding offal for a full
tow and discharging when the gear
(net and warps) were back on deck

and safely out of harm’s way. Whilst
the latter method is the best offal
control procedure, about 25% of the
NZ deepwater fleet has the fishmeal
production and holding capacity to
operate this way.
As a general rule, if you cannot hold

offal for the full tow time, the best
option is to maximise what you can
hold (a minimum of 30-60 minutes)
and increase the speed with which
you discharge the batch. It’s as
much about holding volume as it is
about the speed of getting rid of it. A
short, quick discharge of the offal
batch is the key.

-

-

-

Thanks to Sealord Group, the vessel
managers & the crew of the TH for the effort
put into ensuring the success of the sea trials.

John Cleal -FV Management Services
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WHICH COUSIN OF
MINE IS THIS?

When fully grown, their wingspan
is about 86 cm (34 in) and they

are 39 cm (15 in) long.

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap
and the “Field Guide to New

Zealand Seabirds”

If you know the name of this bird then
email your answer, name, postal

address and date of publication to
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

The cousin of last month:
Grey-headed Albatross

Congratulations to Alice Penfold,
winner of the cap and the book! Tank and overboard discharge.

The waste tank fitted on FV Thomas Harrson.


